We propose MnBi2nTe3n+1 as a magnetically tunable platform for realizing various symmetryprotected higher-order topology. Its canted antiferromagnetic phase can host exotic topological surface states with a Möbius twist that are protected by nonsymmorphic symmetry. Moreover, opposite surfaces hosting Möbius fermions are connected by one-dimensional chiral hinge modes, which offers the first material candidate of a higher-order topological Möbius insulator. We uncover a general mechanism to feasibly induce this exotic physics by applying a small in-plane magnetic field to the antiferromagnetic topological insulating phase of MnBi2nTe3n+1, as well as other proposed axion insulators. For other magnetic configurations, two classes of inversion-protected higher-order topological phases are ubiquitous in this system, which both manifest gapped surfaces and gapless chiral hinge modes. We systematically discuss their classification, microscopic mechanisms, and experimental signatures. Remarkably, the magnetic-field-induced transition between distinct chiral hinge mode configurations provides an effective "topological magnetic switch".
Introduction -The past decade has witnessed the rapid development of topological crystalline insulators (TCI) as a new class of materials [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , where crystalline symmetries protect band topology in solids. The bulk topology of a TCI enforces protected in-gap states to emerge only on its symmetry-preserving boundaries. Recently, it was realized that a special class of TCI also features higher-order topology [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , where gapless modes live on (D−d)-dimensional boundary of a D-dimensional TCI with 1 < d ≤ D. Theoretical work on these higherorder topological insulators (HOTI) has mainly focused on topological classifications and model constructions, with only a few realistic candidate materials being proposed [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Experimentally, the only evidence for electronic HOTI was demonstrated in bismuth [18] . Therefore, identifying more experimentally accessible HOTI systems is important.
Recently, a major breakthrough for TCI is the discovery of antiferromagnetic (AFM) topological insulators (TI) in MnBi 2n Te 3n+1 family of materials [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . With intrinsic A-type AFM order and an out-of-plane easy axis, the band topology of MnBi 2n Te 3n+1 is protected by an AFM time-reversal symmetry (TRS) Θ M , which combines the TRS operation Θ and a half-unit-cell translation T [00 1 2 ] alongẑ direction. Compounds with n = 1, 2, 3 (i.e., MnBi 2 Te 4 , MnBi 4 Te 7 , and MnBi 6 Te 10 ) are currently under active experimental study [29, 30, [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . Remarkably, evidence of quantum anomalous Hall effect [43, 44] and axion insulator [45] has recently been reported in few-layer MnBi 2 Te 4 . Since the magnetic moments of MnBi 2n Te 3n+1 can be easily manipulated by a weak applied magnetic field, it is an interesting open question on the type of band topology that could arise for various field-induced magnetic configurations in MnBi 2n Te 3n+1 .
In this Letter, we propose MnBi 2n Te 3n+1 as a highly tunable system to realize a variety of HOTI phases. In particular, we show that applying an in-plane magnetic field cants the AFM ordering and leads to the first material platform for a higher-order Möbius insulator with a Möbius twist in its topological surface state, as schematically shown in Fig. 1 . Furthermore, opposite surfaces hosting Möbius states are connected by 1d chiral hinge modes, manifesting the higher-order nature. For general magnetic configurations, two distinct classes of inversionprotected HOTIs are expected in MnBi 2n Te 3n+1 . These two HOTI phases share the same bulk topological index but differ in their hinge mode configurations. Rotating the magnetic field can drive transition between these two phases, and therefore, can lead to a topological magnetic switching of G zz , the two-terminal conductance alongẑ direction. We also discuss experimental consequences and application of our theory to other proposed axion insulators.
Model Hamiltonian -We start by defining an effective Hamiltonian for MnBi 2n Te 3n+1 that captures its essential symmetry and topological features. In the absence of magnetism, the point group of MnBi 2n Te 3n+1 is D 3d [46] , which can be generated by (i) a three-fold rotation C 3z around z-axis, (ii) a two-fold rotation C 2x around x-axis, and (iii) the spatial inversion I. D 3d also contains three in-plane mirror operations including M x . Following earlier first-principles calculations [24, 34] , we consider the basis functions | ↑ (↓), ± with ± parity eigenvalues. This defines a four-band k · p Hamiltonian H 0 (k) around Γ point, which resembles that for Bi 2 Se 3 [47] and describes a 3d massive Dirac fermion. In particular, H 0 (k) = e(k)
and Γ 5 = s 0 ⊗ σ 3 . s i and σ i are the Pauli matrices for the spin and orbital degrees of freedom, respectively. The point group symmetry constrains the explicit forms of d i (k) to be 
. Physically, v and v z denote the in-plane and out-of-plane Fermi velocities, while w controls the hexagonal warping effect and reduces the full rotation symmetry down to C 3z . For our purpose, we regularize our model on a 3d hexagonal lattice as shown in Fig. 2 (a) . The full expression for the lattice model is given in the Supplemental Material (SM) [48] .
The pristine MnBi 2n Te 3n+1 compounds usually develop A-type AFM ordering along (001) direction, as shown in Fig. 2 (a) , where we introduce a sublayer index i = A, B to describe the AFM-induced unit cell doubling. We characterize the magnetization in sublayer i by M i = (cos φ i sin θ i , sin φ i sin θ i , cos θ i ) with angles φ i and θ i . In particular, the exchange coupling term is
The AFM ordering is described by (θ A , θ B ) = (0, π).
With a set of band parameters that captures the bulk band inversion at Γ [48] , we calculate the energy spectrum for the (010) surface of the AFM phase in a semiinfinite geometry using iterative Green function method. As shown in Fig. 2 (b), the system hosts a single gapless Dirac cone atΓ, the origin of surface Brillouin zone (BZ). The gapless Dirac surface state here is protected by the AFM TRS Θ M and generally shows up for any surface that is compatible with Θ M symmetry [3] . On the other hand, a finite surface energy gap is expected on the (001) surface. The AFM TI phase serves as the starting point for our discussion on higher-order topology.
Higher-Order Möbius Insulator -In the presence of an external in-plane magnetic field B, the AFM cants along the field direction [see Fig. 1 (a) and discussions in the SM [48] ] and generally breaks all symmetries except for the spatial inversion I. The loss of Θ M generally leads to a magnetic surface gap for every surface and trivializes the Θ M -protected topology. However, this enables the possibility of higher-order topology emerging in this system.
When B is alongx and hence perpendicular to the M x mirror plane, the canted AFM ordering respects a non-symmorphic glide mirror symmetry G x that combines mirror reflection M x and the half-unit-cell translation T [00 1 2 ] alongẑ, as shown in Fig. 3 (a) . Along the glide-invariant line (GIL) of the nonsymmorphic 010 surface BZ (e.g. k x = 0, π), the surface states are labeled by their glide eigenvalues g x = ±ie ikz/2 . Whenever surface states with distinct g x cross, a "locally" robust surface Dirac point is formed. Nevertheless, only an odd number of surface Dirac points is topologically robust for this system, featuring Z 2 band topology [7, 8] . This motivates us to calculate the (010) surface spectrum for our canted AFM system. As shown in Fig. 3 (b) , a single surface Dirac point is clearly revealed along GIL, which proves the topological nature of the canted AFM phase.
While the crystal momentum is 2π periodic along GIL, the glide eigenvalue g x follows a periodicity of 4π due to the half-unit-cell translation. Therefore, the surface state manifold along GIL manifests itself as a Möbius twist for g x [7, 9, 10, 49] , as schematically plotted in Fig. 1 (c) . We thus dub this surface state as 2d "Möbius fermions". Distinct from conventional surface states of topological insulators, the Möbius fermions can be disconnected from other surface or bulk bands along GIL, but are connected to higher-energy bands away from GIL for being unremovable. In our canted AFM phase, Möbius fermions only live on the (010) surfaces [i.e., the purple surfaces in Fig. 1 (b) ] where glide symmetry is preserved, while surface gaps show up on all other surfaces. The topological characterization of the Möbius fermions using Wilson loop method is discussed in the SM [48] .
Remarkably, there exist hinge-localized 1d chiral modes that connect the opposite (010) surfaces with Möbius fermions, as shown in Fig. 1 (b) . Indeed, while the glide symmetry G x allows for a Z 2 invariant ν g to characterize the Möbius fermions, a Z 4 symmetry indicator κ for the inversion symmetry I can be simultaneously defined as [50, 51] κ ≡ ki (n + − n − ) 2 (mod 4).
Here n ± counts the number of occupied bands with ± parity eigenvalues and the summation is over all inversion-symmetric crystal momenta. Physically, an odd κ implies a Weyl semimetal. When a system is known to be gapped, the κ = 2 phase is an axion insulator with higher-order topology [52] . Crucially, symmetry argument imposes a relation between ν g and κ as [53] ν g ≡ κ 2 mod 2.
As a result, when Möbius fermions show up (ν g = 1), the chiral hinge mode is required to appear because of κ = 2, and vice versa. A simple topological index analysis in the SM [48] implies κ = 2 in our model if the transition from AFM to canted AFM does NOT close the bulk gap. Numerically, we consider a prism geometry periodic alongỹ with a finite cross section in its x-z plane (20 × 21 lattice sites). Note thatỹ differs from the Cartesian-coordinateŷ axis by a π/6 rotation aroundẑ. Fig. 3 (c) plots the energy spectrum in this prism geometry, showing 1d chiral modes that traverse the surface gaps. In Fig. 3 (d) , we depict the spatial profile of the left-moving mode in the x-z cross section and find it localized at the bottom right corner, which verifies the hinge-mode picture. The existence of Möbius fermions on (010) surface and 1d chiral hinge modes alongỹ direction together establishes our canted AFM phase as a "higher-order Möbius insulator".
By gradually increasing the in-plane B field, the canted AFM phase eventually evolves to an in-plane FM phase, which promotes the glide symmetry G x to a mirror symmetry M x . As shown in Fig. 1 (a) , the higher-order Möbius phase thus evolves to a mirror-protected TCI [2, 34] with no hinge physics. The transition from a Möbius fermion to a mirror-protected topological surface state is schematically shown in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e).
Inversion-Protected Higher-Order Topology -When B deviates fromx, various new magnetic configurations can be induced that generally break the glide symmetry G x and thus spoil the Möbius physics, as well as the mirror TCI physics. Despite energy gaps on all surfaces because of lack of symmetries [48] , the inversion indicator κ = 2 remains well-defined as long as the bulk gap survives, which characterizes our system as a robust inversion-symmetric higher-order TI [15, 16] with chiral hinge mode. In particular, there exist two classes of inversion-symmetric HOTI phases in MnBi 2n Te 3n+1 , which we discuss next.
When MnBi 2n Te 3n+1 is ferromagnetic alongẑ, it realizes a HOTI that preserves three-fold rotation symmetry C 3z . When placed on a hexagonal geometry, the hinge mode configuration compatible with both inversion I and C 3z is shown in Fig. 4 (c) , which consists of three spatially separated chiral hinge modes along +ẑ along with their inversion partners on the opposite hinges. We call this phase the HOTI α phase to distinguish it from the β phase defined later. Numerically, we calculate the energy spectrum of this out-of-plane ferromagnet in the hexag- onal prism geometry with in-plane open boundary conditions and with periodicity inẑ direction. As shown in Fig. 4 (a) , we find three pairs of 1d modes that traverse the surface gap, which are further confirmed as chiral hinge modes by their spatial profiles plotted in Fig. 4  (b) . These results together confirm the schematic in Fig.  4 (c) .
In contrast, the HOTI β phase is defined by the chiral hinge mode trajectory shown in Fig. 4 (f) , which explicitly breaks C 3z and has only one pair of chiral hinge modes alongẑ. The β phase can be induced by applying a magnetic field off the high-symmetry directions, which holds for generic magnetic structures in MnBi 2n Te 3n+1 . An example of β phase with FM ordering is numerically confirmed in Fig. 4 (d) and (e). In the SM [48] , we provide a second example of β phase with canted AFM ordering. We emphasize that α and β phases share the same bulk index κ = 2 and are hence topologically equivalent. Although phenomenologically distinct, an α phase can be transformed into a β phase by symmetrically attaching 2d layers of Chern insulator to the side surfaces. In other words, α phase can be connected to β phase by only closing its surface gaps, which can be achieved by manipulating its bulk magnetic ordering via B field [48] .
Experiment Signatures -For a finite-slab geometry, the chiral hinge modes in both α and β phases enable inplane quantized anomalous Hall conductance σ xy = e 2 /h. Notably, this conductance quantization to e 2 /h persists when the slab thickness grows, which signals 3d higherorder topology. In addition, we suggest using scanning tunneling microscopy to map out the in-gap local density of states (LDOS) on the top surface. As shown in Fig. 5 (a), we predict that for a HOTI α phase, the LDOS on the top surface only peaks at some specific hinges or step edges. As a comparison, we also plot the in-gap LDOS peak of a 2d Chern insulator, which generally appears on all edges [ Fig. 5 (b) ]. This special LDOS pattern of the chiral hinge modes provides another direct experimental evidence for higher-order topology.
Meanwhile, α and β phases behave distinctly in their out-of-plane transport measurements. In Fig. 5 (c), we propose measuring the two-terminal conductance G zz = I z /V z by driving aẑ-directional current I z and measuring the voltage drop V z between top and bottom surfaces. Although quantized signals are expected for both phases, the α phase has G zz = 3e 2 /h while the β phase has G zz = e 2 /h. Since an in-plane magnetic field B generally drives the transition between these phases, this device realizes a "topological magnetic switch", where the B controls a quantized jump of G zz by a factor of 3 [ switching could be as low as 0.2 T [29, 34] , which holds promise for practical topological electronics. Conclusion -We have proposed MnBi 2n Te 3n+1 as a possible material class for realizing higher-order Möbius physics and various inversion-symmetric higher-order topological phases. For MnBi 2 Te 4 , MnBi 4 Te 7 , and MnBi 6 Te 10 , A-type AFM physics have been reported at zero field and signatures of canted AFM have been observed with an in-plane magnetic field [26, 29, 30, 34, 35, 37] . Based on our topological index analysis, we expect those canted AFM systems to be exactly our proposed higher-order Möbius insulators, when the magnetic field is carefully aligned to preserve the glide symmetry.
For both MnBi 4 Te 7 and MnBi 6 Te 10 , an out-of-plane FM phase is observed at a small (∼0.2 T) [29, 30, 34] or even vanishing field [35, 37] . Recent first-principles calculations suggest a non-trivial symmetry indicator κ = 2 for the FM phases in both materials [34, 37] , which supports our prediction of the HOTI α phase in these FM systems. Moreover, the HOTI β phase and the topological magnetic switch effect can be feasibly achieved by simply rotating the magnetic field.
Finally, we emphasize that our theory provides a microscopic mechanism for higher-order Möbius insulators in magnetic topological materials. For example, the higher-order Möbius physics can also be realized on the (010) surface of the afmc phase in the axion insulator candidate EuIn 2 As 2 [19] when an external in-plane field cants the magnetic moments. Similar physics can also be expected for other candidate axion insulators, such as EuSn 2 As 2 [31] and EuSn 2 P 2 [54] . With the recent rapid developments in this field, we believe that our proposed Möbius and higher-order topological phases should soon be experimentally realizable.
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APPENDIX A: LATTICE MODEL
We start by defining our effective lattice model. The continuum model in the main text is regularized on a 3d hexagonal lattice, which is defined by the lattice constants a 1 = (1, 0, 0) T , a 2 = 1 2 (1, √ 3, 0) T , a 3 = (0, 0, 1) T . For our purpose, we further define the crystal momenta (k 1 , k 2 , k z ) as
The full lattice model is given by
where the exchange-coupling term H ex is defined in Eq. [1] in the main text. The normal part
Here the intra-layer Hamiltonian is
whereC = C 0 + 2C 1 + 4C 2 andM = M 0 + 2M 1 + 4M 2 . The hopping between layer A and layer B is described by
By expanding H lat around Γ point, it reproduces the continuum Hamiltonian in the main text.
We have used M 0 = −2, M 1 = 1, M 2 = 1, C 0 = 0, C 1 = 0.3, C 2 = 0.4, v z = 1, v = 0.5, m = 0.4, w = 1.5 as our choice of parameters throughout the work.
APPENDIX B: EQUIVALENT RELATIONS AMONG SYMMETRY INDICATORS
In this section, we discuss the equivalent relations among the inversion symmetry indicators for various topological phases that appear in our system. In a time-reversal-symmetric system with inversion symmetry, we can define a Z 4 symmetry indicator
Here n + and n − are the numbers of occupied bands with + and − parity eigenvalues, respectively, which are summed over eight time-reversal-invariant momenta k i in a 3d BZ. While an odd (even) κ implies existence (absence) of a strong TI phase, κ = 2 characterizes a HOTI phase with 1d helical hinge states. When AFM is introduced and the TRS is broken to an AFM TRS, the band topology is characterized by a similar Z 2 inversion indicator ξ ∈ Z 2 with ξ = 1 4 ki (n + − n − ) (mod 2).
Clearly, by definition,
This leads to the following statement:
• By adiabatically breaking TRS to an AFM TRS while preserving inversion, a 3d strong TI with κ Θ = 1, 3 is connected to an AFM TI with ξ = 1.
For the magnetic higher-order topological physics discussed in our system, it is indicated by a new Z 4 indicator
which is Eq. [2] in the main text. To see the connection between ξ and κ, we note that the parity eigenvalues obey
following Eq. 10, where l ∈ Z is an integer. Therefore, κ = 4m + 2ξ (mod 4)
≡ 2ξ (mod 4).
As a result, we arrive at an important conclusion:
• By adiabatically breaking Θ M while preserving inversion, a 3d AFM TI with ξ = 1 is connected to an axion insulator with κ = 2 and higher-order topology.
Here we have included the BZ folding effect of AFM in the definitions of κ, κ Θ , and ξ. 
APPENDIX C: WILSON LOOP CHARACTERIZATION FOR MÖBIUS FERMION
In this section, we discuss the nontrivial Wilson loop spectrum that characterizes the topological nature of the higher-order Möbius insulator. The Wilson loop along a closed path L in the momentum space is defined as
where the non-Abelian Berry connection
For given k x and k z , the phases of the eigenvalues for the Wilson loop
are the Wannier centers (WC), or equivalently the 1d electronic polarization alongŷ. Physically, the evolution of WCs in the 2d BZ spanned by k x and k z describe the charge pumping process on the (010) surface. In Fig. 6 (a) , we calculate the evolution of WC flows along the high symmetry lines that are perpendicular to the k y axis. Crucially, the two WC flows show a nontrivial gapless winding pattern along the high symmetry lines, featuring a topological gapless surface state on the (010) surface. This WC pattern is similar to that of the hourglass fermion in Ref. [9] .
As shown in Fig. 6 (b) , we plot the WC flows along the glide-invariant line (GIL) from −Z to Z via Γ. Since the Hamiltonian is block-diagonal along GIL, the WC flow for each glide-mirror sector can be individually plotted. In particular, we find that the WC flow along GIL also has a Möbius nature, manifesting the bulk-boundary correspondence.
APPENDIX D: EFFECTIVE SURFACE THEORY
In this section, we establish an effective surface theory to understand the formation of chiral hinge modes and the surface topological transition of HOTI α and β phases. To start with, consider a Hamiltonian H(k) for HOTI α phase, which describes a 3d topological insulator with out-of-plane FM.
with M (k) = M 0 + M 1 k 2 z + M 2 (k 2 x + k 2 y ) and C(k) = C 2 k 2 y . Here we have ignored the k 2 x and k 2 z terms in Ck for simplicity. g z chracterizes the FM exchange coupling parallel toẑ. For our purpose, we focus on the (010) surface theory which will be solved by replacing k y with −i∂ y . The Hamiltonian can be then separated into two parts,
and
In particular, H ⊥ consists of two 2 by 2 blocks,
Surface State Solution
We note that h 23 is exactly h 14 if we flip the sign of M 0 and M 2 . Thus, we only need to solve for the surface state of h 14 . Let us define m g = M 0 + g z and consider a trial surface state solution at an energy E,
This leads to
Therefore, we have
For a given energy E, we notice that Eq. 24 implies the existence of two decay soluations λ 1,2 . Therefore, ψ E should be modified to
where N 1,2 are the normalization factors. The boundary condition at y = 0 enforces the vanishing of the surface state wavefunction and we find that
This immediately leads to 
APPENDIX E: HOTI β PHASE WITH CANTED AFM
In this section, we provide an example of HOTI β phase with canted AFM ordering. The canted AFM we consider is characterized by φ A = φ B = π/6, θ A = 0.3π and θ B = 0.7π, which explicitly breaks both Θ M , C 3z , M x and the glide mirror G x . The spatial inversion I, however, remains preserved.
The surface dispersion on the (010) surface is calculated and shown in Fig. 7 (a) . Just as we expect, the surface spectrum displays a finite energy gap due to symmetry breaking. We then calculate the energy spectrum in the prism geometry with the periodic boundary condition applied along z direction. Inside the surface gap, there exists a pair of spatially-separated counterpropagating hinge modes that are locally chiral. For example, the spatial profile of the left-moving chiral channel is plotted in Fig. 7 (c) .
The results in Fig. 7 unambiguously establish this phase as a HOTI β phase defined in the main text.
APPENDIX F: MACROSPIN APPROXIMATION FOR FIELD-INDUCED CANTED AFM
In the AFM phase of MnBi 2n Te 3n+1 , the easy axis of the magnetic moment is along the out-of-planeẑ direction. When an external magnetic field B is applied perpendicular to this easy axis, the magnetic moments cant towards the field direction. This canting effect can be described by the Stoner-Wohlfarth model [55] . In the macrospin approximation, the magnetic energy per magnetic unit cell is given by
where M A,B are unit vectors representing the direction of magnetic moments, J AF > 0 is the antiferromagnetic exchange coupling, K > 0 is the uniaxial anisotropy, and g is the effective Zeeman coupling. When B field is along in-planex direction, M A and M B build up equalx component. The energy density E can be minimized by the canted AFM ansatz M A = (n x , 0, 1 − n 2
x ) and M B = (n x , 0, − 1 − n 2 x ), where |n x | < 1. In terms of n x , E is given by: E = 2(2J AF + K)n 2
x − 2gn x B x − 2(J AF + K).
For a small in-plane B field, E is minimized by
Therefore, the in-plane moments grow linearly with the in-plane field before saturating at B * x = 2(2J AF + K)/g. When B x exceeds B * x , the canted AFM phase is transformed to the in-plane ferromagnetic phase, as schematically plotted in Fig. 1(a) of the main text.
